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Introduction

During the spring 2004 Florida Reading First school site visits, staff from the Florida Center for Reading Research (FCRR) determined that teachers may benefit from classroom materials that would be immediately useful in implementing independent student center activities.

In 2004-2005, a team of teachers at FCRR collected ideas and created materials for use in kindergarten and first grade classrooms. These Student Center Activities (K-1 Project) and accompanying Professional Development DVD can be accessed at: http://www.fcrr.org/activities/.

During 2005-2006, FCRR developed Student Center Activities for second and third grades (2-3 Project). The 2-3 Project includes a DVD containing Professional Development and three books:

1. Phonemic Awareness and Phonics Student Center Activities
2. Fluency, Vocabulary, and Comprehension Student Center Activities
3. Teacher Resource Guide (accompanied by a DVD)

The first two books contain Activity Plans and Activity Masters ready for immediate use in classrooms. The third book is an informative guide offering important insight on differentiated instruction and how to use the Student Center materials.

When considering Florida’s formula, 5 + 3 + ii + iii = No Child Left Behind, please note that each reading component is covered in the Student Center Activities. In addition, the activities will directly support your efforts to provide effective initial instruction, because they will help you to provide differentiated instruction to meet the needs of every child.

I hope you and your students enjoy these activities,

Marcia L. Kosanovich, Ph.D.
Director of Curriculum and Instructional Projects
Florida Center for Reading Research
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Fluency

Letter-Sound Correspondence/Word Parts
- E.001 Letter-Sound Mix-Up
- E.002 Digraph and Diphthong Dash
- E.003 Word Part Race
- E.004 Syllable Sprint
- E.005 Syllable Speed Practice
- E.006 Pick-A-Part
- E.007 Affix Zip
- ECS Common Syllables

Words
- E.008 Word Family Zoom
- E.009 Pass the Word
- E.010 Word Sprint
- E.011 Word Speed Practice

Phrases/Chunked Text
- E.012 Fluent Phrasing
- E.013 Fast Phrases
- E.014 Phrase Speed Practice
- E.015 Phrase Progression
- E.016 Chunk-King
- E.017 Chunk-A-Lot
- E.018 Chunky Passages
- E.019 Chunk It!

Connected Text
- E.020 Listen and Read
- E.021 Reading Wiz
- E.022 Two To Read
- E.023 All Together Now
- E.024 I Read, You Read
- E.025 Read and Read Again
- E.026 Play It Up!
- E.027 Copy Cat!
- E.028 Poetry Reading
- E.029 Rapid Read
- E.030 Listen To Me
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Vocabulary

Word Knowledge
- V.001 Contraction Bingo!
- V.002 Synonym Dominoes
- V.003 Opposites Attract
- V.004 Synonym-Antonym Connections
- V.005 Abbreviation Match-Up
- V.006 Homophone Hunt
- V.007 Homograph Hitch
- V.008 Spin Sort

Words in Context
- V.030 Word Filler
- V.031 What-A-Word
- V.032 Multiple Meaning Match
- V.033 Meaning Exchange
- V.034 Word Express
- V.035 Meaning Maker
- V.036 Word Why
- V.037 Ask-Explain-List

Morphemic Elements
- V.009 Compound Word Trivia
- V.010 Affix Match
- V.011 Affix Action
- V.012 Build-A-Word
- V.013 Sentence Match
- V.014 Root-A-Word

Word Meaning
- V.015 Word Wise
- V.016 Oh My Word!
- V.017 Word Wrap
- V.018 Inside Information
- V.019 Word Web

Word Analysis
- V.020 Extreme Words
- V.021 Word Wake-Up
- V.022 Category Cube
- V.023 Category Sort
- V.024 Meaning Map
- V.025 Concept Connection
- V.026 Alike and Different
- V.027 Attribute Analysis
- V.028 Analogy Basketball
- V.029 Analogy Action
Comprehension

Narrative Text Structure
C.001 Character Characteristics
C.002 Compare-A-Character
C.003 Story Line-Up
C.004 Story Book
C.005 Story Element Sort
C.006 Story Element Web
C.007 Story Grammar Yammer
C.008 Retell Ring
C.009 Retell-A-Story
C.010 Compare-A-Story

Expository Text Structure
C.011 Book Look
C.012 Just the Facts
C.013 Keys to the Main Idea
C.014 Expository Exploration
C.015 Main Idea Highlights
C.016 Classic Classifying
C.017 Reading the Research

Text Analysis
C.018 Fiction and Nonfiction Review
C.019 Fact or Opinion Football
C.020 Cause and Effect Match
C.021 Compare and Contrast
C.022 Incredible Inferences
C.023 Persuade, Inform, and Entertain Sort

Monitoring for Understanding
C.024 Background Knowledge Warm-Up
C.025 Anticipation Sort
C.026 Precise Predictions
C.027 Read and Ask
C.028 Question Quest
C.029 Ask and Answer
C.030 Simple Summary
C.031 Sum Summary!
C.032 Strategic Strategies
C.033 Reading Repair
C.034 Show-U-Know
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